HELLO
GORGEOUS
116 SAGEWOOD GROVE, AIRDRIE AB
MLS® NUMBER: C4245015
1264 SQFT

2.5

3

Hello Gorgeous! In the community of Sagewood is a
gorgeous, move-in ready 1896 SqFt home with 3 BED, 2.5
BATH, & a fully finished basement. A large entryway and
open-concept living area with hardwood flooring, a
gorgeous fireplace, and large windows makes entering this
home a breath of fresh air. Beyond that is the spacious
kitchen, with brand new quartz countertops and a new sink
& a garburator. Off of the kitchen, the spacious 10’x20’
balcony can fit a patio furniture set and a BBQ - perfect for
entertaining guests. Upstairs there are 3 BED and 1 BATH the MSTR BED is complete with new windows and a walk-in
closet. In the fully finished walk-out basement you will find
1 BED, plush carpeting, and heated flooring in the laundry
room & bathroom. From the basement, you have access to
the large, fully landscaped, fenced backyard, as well as the
oversized rear garage with room for 2 cars and built-in
overhead storage. You will love the spacious backyard for
enjoying the sunshine and spending quality time with family
& friends.

WELCOME
HOME
The community of Sagewood is a friendly neighbourhood in a great location. The neighbourhood features numerous ponds,
parks, and pathways, and in fact 116 Sagewood Grove is a 4 minute walk from the pond pathway, and a 6 minute walk from
the Sagewood playground. Being a 10 minute drive from the Airdrie Costco Centre and a 10 minute drive from the Queen
Elizabeth II Highway to Calgary, this home is in the perfect Airdrie location.
The home is newly updated in many ways, including a fully landscaped front yard as well as siding and a roof that was
replaced 5 years ago. As well, the kitchen and upstairs bathroom have brand new quartz countertops, and the bathroom is
further updated with new hardware.
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